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This paper presents an approach for speeding up Modelica models.
Firstly insight is provided into how Modelica models are solved and what determines the

tool’s computational speed. Aspects such as algebraic loops, Modelica code efficiency, time
constants, numeric/analytic Jacobians and debugging options are discussed and illustrated
using simple building simulation examples and Dymola. OpenModelica is used to verify the
generality of the results. These examples demonstrate that implementing relatively simple
measures can lead to significant reductions in computation time, such as in Figure 1a. The
examples are based on the IEA-EBC Annex 60 Modelica library (Wetter et al., 2015) and
are available on Github and are also applicable to other types of problems.
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(a) Example illustrating computation time for
solving mass flow rates through nRes.k parallel re-
sistances with and without code optimization
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(b) Relative errors for various solvers and toler-
ances or fixed time step sizes for a large building
model

Figure 1. Result of a) an individual code optimization and b) solver choice on CPUtime

Secondly we discuss how for large models the elimination of fast dynamics, together
with good integrator choice can lead to high simulation speeds. A medium sized office
building including building envelope, heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and
control strategy was simulated at a speed five hundred times faster than real time using a
fixed step explicit integrator, which is one hundred times faster than Dassl, as illustrated in
Figure 1b.
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